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And finally, here are the utilization trends and projected unit cost assumptions that he wants in 
pricing. 
 

National HMO Trend Assumptions 
Annual Utilization 

Trend 
2012 Projected Cost 
Per Unit (to GEIC) 

Hospital IP 2% $4,600 
Hospital OP 3% $1,200 

Physician 1% $125 
RX 7% $100 

 
He said it was too early in the year for emerging 2012 experience to be of any use.  I thought it 
could be helpful, but he gave me an actuarial lesson on seasonality and claim run-out.  It was 
clear as mud to me, but I’m sure you get it! 
 
Please begin looking over the information I have provided.  Mr. Dickens and I will be in touch 
over the coming days.  I have a hunch that the pricing will come out too high, and that I will be 
asked to drive down costs via medical management.  I guess that’s why they pay me the big 
bucks!  
 
Regards 
 - Alex 
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Here is how you use these tables: 

Let’s say you are pricing a $15 per-day copay for the first 4 days of a hospital stay.  This means 
no copay is required for days 5 and beyond in a single hospital stay.  Using the above table, you 
would calculate an effective copay of $15 x 58% = $8.70 meaning that an effective 58% of days 
spent in the hospital are copayable.  The effective cost sharing (PMPM) would then be calculated 
as Copay (effective) x Utilization (PTMPY) / 12,000. 

As is the case with original (government provided) Medicare, SNF benefits typically have a $0 
copay charged for the initial days followed by copayable days within a single stay.  As a result, 
the continuance table is used a little differently. Let’s say you are pricing a per-day copay of $0 
for the first 5 days, but $50 for days 6 through 120.  Using the table, you would calculate an 
effective copay of $0 x 25% + $50 x (1 –25%) = $37.50.  The effective cost sharing (PMPM) 
could then be calculated. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

- Cornelia 
 














